Public PAIR Quick Start Guide
This Public PAIR Quick Start Guide (QSG) is divided into two parts with each part listing an example application available in Public PAIR
as reference. The first section of the QSG provides a detailed description of the most common occurring examination documents. The
second section of the QSG provides an ‘X/Y’ reference key to help with identifying the type of references applied in Office actions. Note:
The content entries are in reverse chronological order and the same type of action may appear over the course of prosecution until the
application is ultimately either patented or abandoned.
(CTFR) (Final rejection) Any second or any subsequent Office
action (may include grounds of objections, rejections, and/or
other requirements) from the examiner that is made final
indicating that the examiner intends to close prosecution. At this
point, applicant no longer has the right to amend the application
unless the amendment merely cancels claims or complies with a
formal requirement made earlier.
(A…) (Amendment) Amendment filed by the applicant in
response to an Office action issued by the examiner. A reply to
an Office action may or may not include an amendment to the
claims and/or written description.

(CLM) (Claims) Look for the most recent copy of claims to see
if any amendments have been made.
(REM) (Remarks) This is the arguments/remarks portion of
applicant’s reply to an Office action. Applicant’s reply must
distinctly and specifically point out the supposed errors in the
examiner's action and must reply to every ground of objection
and rejection in the prior Office action in order to entitle
applicant to reconsideration or further examination. The
arguments/remarks must point out the specific distinctions
believed to render the claims, including any newly presented
claims, patentable over any applied references.
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(CTNF) (Non-final rejection) This is an Office action by the
examiner which does not close prosecution of the application
(compared to a final Office action which intends to close
prosecution). The Office action may include requirements,
objections, and/or rejections.

(892) (Form PTO-892) The examiner provides Form 892 as an
attachment to any Office action in which the examiner cites
references not previously of record in the application.

(SRFW) (File Wrapper Search Info) Additional search
information relating to the examiner’s field of search including
classification, databases and other areas searched.

(SRNT) (Search Notes) These are notes on searches performed
by the examiner during the examination of an application.
Searches may include database search results, internet search
results, non-patent literature searches and searches of U.S. and
foreign patent documents.

(1449) (Form PTO-1449) The applicant provides Form 1449
identifying references known to the applicant to be material to
the patentability of the claims in the application. If applicant
complies with the requirements of the rules and the examiner
considers the references listed on the form 1449, the examiner
will initial the form and a copy is attached with the Office
action.
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Rejections made under 35 U.S.C. § 101 are based on non
statutory subject matter or lack of utility. Non-statutory subject
matter includes abstract ideas, laws of nature, and natural
phenomena. A lack of utility under § 101 is similar to a lack of
Industrial Applicability (IA) in an international application.

Rejections made under 35 U.S.C. § 102 are based on a lack
novelty. A reference applied in a § 102 rejection is similar to a
“X” category reference in a search report of an international
application.

Rejections made under 35 U.S.C. § 103 are based on
obviousness. The references applied in the § 103 rejection are
similar to “Y” category references for lack of inventive step in
a search report of an international application.
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